ARCADIA is an innovative framework addressing

A Novel Reconfigurable

the challenges of future computing.
Project Coordinator
ARCADIA ensures the optimal use of the available

by design

Highly Distributed Applications

computing resources at the infrastructural level.

Development Paradigm
ARCADIA solutions will enable the deployment of

over

eco-systems offering a plethora of innovation oppor-

Programmable Infrastructure

tunities for software industry as well as SMEs.
ARCADIA is focusing on application developers to
take advantage of the emerging programmability of
the underlying infrastructure to develop Reconfigurable-by-Design applications and increase productivity.
ARCADIA solutions are environmental friendly
based on the optimal use of the underlying infrastructure resources.
ARCADIA will provide a Development Methodology
that will assure that developed Highly Distributed
Applications are Reconfigurable-By-Design.
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ARCADIA’s objective is to facilitate application developers to develop software that is able to benefit of the underlying infrastructure, while in parallel support the deployment and dynamic configuration of

applications in an optimal and
autonomic manner.
DISTRIBUTED APPS DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT
Design and develop micro services using
ARCADIA libraries. Define app-oriented
metrics. Reconfigurable-by-design apps.
MULTI - DATACENTER EXECUTION
MIDDLEWARE
ARCADIA is mainly targeting at proposing
a software development paradigm along

Exploit unikernel stacks. Support multi-

with a deployment framework that enables

laaS scenarios. OpenStack-ready.

the design, development and deployment

POLICY-AWARE ORCHESTRATION

of distributed applications over program-

mable infrastructure.

Optimal app deployment using metaheuristic algorithms. Enable real-time

The project defines the management of an

policy enforcement. ETSI NFV compli-

application from its creation from a devel-

ant.

oper to its operation over a programmable
infrastructure. Annotated source code pro-

COMPONENT & APPLICATION

vides for embedding at the source code

DISCOVERY

level multisource requirements and driving
operation of an application over a pro-

Compose micro services-based applica-

grammable infrastructure with enhanced

tions.

management capabilities towards optimal





deployment to satisfy the various involved

facing to a newly developed distributed application, already developed components,

stakeholders. Furthermore, reusability and

network functions, transformed legacy applications or multitenant services already in

sharing is promoted through providing a

operation.

Discover.
Reuse.
Deploy.

component’s’ repository for easily inter-
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